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Abstrak 
Aplikasi iPad terbukti berkesan mempromosikan literasi dan pencapaian akademik 
dalam kalangan kanak-kanak prasekolah. Namun, aplikasi iPad yang menyumbang ke 
arah pemikiran k:reatif dan motivasi pembelajaran masih kurang di Jordan. Oleh itu, 
kajian ini akan membantu untuk membangunkan kurikulum baharu bagi prasekolah 
sebagai sebahagian daripada Reformasi Pendidikan di Jordan. Kajian ini bertujuan 
mengkaji kesan aplikasi iPad ke atas pemikiran kreatif dan motivasi pembelajaran 
dalam kalangan kanak-kanak prasekolah di Jordan. Kajian ini menggunakan reka 
bentuk kuasi-eksperimen dengan kelompok tidak setara yang melibatkan 67 kanak­ 
kanak (34 perempuan dan 33 lelaki) di peringkat prasekolah (KG2). Kumpulan 
eksperimen menjalani intervensi aplikasi iPad selama 12 sesi (30 minit setiap sesi) 
dalam bilik darjah biasa dengan bantuan seorang guru terlatih. Manakala kumpulan 
kawalan menggunakan kurikulum tradisi selarna tempoh yang sama dalam bilik darjah 
biasa. Data dikumpulkan untuk ujian sebelum dan selepas, rnenggunakan TCAM dan 
Skala MLCT untuk pemboleh ubah (pemikiran kreatif dan motivasi pembelajaran). 
Kajian rintis telah mengesahkan kebolehpercayaan soal selidik. ANCOV A satu arah 
dalam ujian selepas menunjukkan bahawa kumpulan eksperimen memberikan hasil 
yang lebih ketara terhadap kesemua pemboleh ubah berbanding kumpulan kawalan. 
Perbezaan min yang ketara dilihat antara ujian sebelum dan selepas bagi kumpulan 
eksperimen. Kesan utama diteliti pada pemikiran kreatifhasil ujian TCAM, dan pada 
motivasi pcmbclajaran hasil daripada Skala MLCT. Dapatan kajian menyokong 
penggunaan aplikasi iPad dalam pendidikan yang boleh meningkatkan tahap 
pemikiran kreatif dan motivasi pembelajaran. Kajian ini mencadangkan supaya 
aplikasi iPad dikemaskini secara kerap dan dijalankan secara konsisten bagi 
membangun pemikiran kreatif dan motivasi pembelajaran dalam kalangan kanak­ 
kanak prasekolah. 




!Pad applications have positive evidences to promote literacy and academic outcomes 
among preschool children, but iPad applications contributing to creative thinking and 
learning motivation are still scarce in Jordan. Thus, this study will help to develop a 
new curriculum for preschool as part of Jordanian Education reforms. The present 
research aims to investigate the effects of iPad applications on creative thinking and 
learning motivation among Jordanian preschool children. The research used a quasi­ 
experimental non-equivalent group design involving 67 children (34 girls and 33 boys) 
at preschool stage (KG2). The experimental group underwent an iPad applications 
intervention for twelve sessions (30 minutes each) in a regular classroom setting by a 
trained teacher. Whereas, the control group used traditional curriculum for the same 
amount of time in a regular classroom setting. Data were gathered for pre-testing and 
post-testing using TCAM and MLCT-Scale for the variables ( creative thinking and 
learning motivation). The pilot study confirmed the reliability of the questionnaire. A 
one-way ANCOV A in the post-test revealed that the experimental group have better 
significant results compared to the control group in relation to all variables. The 
significant mean differences were observed between the pre-test and post-test for the 
experimental group with the main effects observed for creative thinking as a result of 
TCAM-test, and between the means of the pre-test and post-test for the experimental 
group with the main effects observed for learning motivation as a result of MLCT­ 
Scale. The findings have supported the use of iPad applications in education which 
could increase the levels of creative thinking and learning motivation. This study 
recommends that in order to enhance creative thinking and learning motivation among 
preschool children, iPad applications need to be updated regularly and conducted 
consistently. 
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The focus of this study is primarily on pre-school education in Jordan, and 
understanding the impact of use of iPad on creative thinking and learning motivation. 
While it is observed that use of iPad is quite prevalent in pre-school, the study of its 
impact seems to be restricted to how it enhances effectiveness inside the classroom of 
the existing system (Cubelic & Larwin, 2014; Cubelic, 2013;  Cumming, Strnadova, & 
Singh, 2014; Fagan & Coutts, 2012; Hatherly & Chapman, 2013;  Reichenberg, 2014; 
Oladunjoye, 2013). But reports (e.g. Fagan & Coutts, 2012) have shown that iPad is 
also an effective tool to enhance creative thinking and learning motivation. This study 
hopes to fill that gap (iPad could be used to develop and improve the level of creative 
thinking and learning motivation) in understanding the full potential of use of iPad in 
pre-school. Therefore, chapter one describes the basis of the current studies. It starts 
with the background of the study which contains the basic pillars of the search which 
has logically led to the problem statement. The problem statement spells out the merits 
of the issue, and highlights the different variables of the study. This leads to the 
research objectives and the research questions of the study. The hypotheses follow 
the research questions. Thereafter the significance of the study is stated. A conceptual 
framework of the study is designed and presented. Limitations of the study are pointed 
and operational definitions are given to make it easy to follow the thesis. Finally, the 
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3:54 p.m. DETAILS 
lnbox 
1/1 3/2 If you Intend to use the scales for commerclal purposes 
(directly or Indirectly), please reply to this email and provide 
a brief scope of your work. 
You have our permission to adapt the IMI scale. 
Ed Deel 
If your intended use Is for academic purposes only, then you 
heve our permission lo use the :t.MJ..: scale. We Just ask that 
you follow these guldellnes: 
• 
Shannon Hoefen tnbox 
MOHAMMAD AL-ZUABI, Akila.. +., 
9:39 p.m. DETAILS 
3/1 
When administering the scale, please include the 
following credit llne:m.:copyrlght C 1982-2016 by Self­ 
Determlnetlon Theory. Reproduced (or Adapted] with 
permission Plense note that lhe use of Self- Determmencn 
Theory information and materials does not Imply 
endorsement by Self-Determination Theory. 
When citing the scale In publication, please include 
one of the references to the scale which can be 
found on the website 
at: http://selfdetermlnatlontheory.org/lntrlnsic· 
motivation-inventory/ 
Should your work/research be publJshed, please 
email us end let us know. We try to keep track of the 
latest SOT publicaUons. 
3/3 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to reach 
out to us. 
Edward L Deel 
Professor of Psychology and 
Helen F. & Fred H. Gowen Professor in the Social 
Sciences 
University of Rochester 
P.O. Box 270266 (for US Mail) 
355 Me11ora Hall (for Couriers) 
Rochester, NY 1 4627 
Office Phone: 585-275-2461 
Office Fax: 585-273-1100 
Email: deci@osvch rochester edu 
Web site: selfdeterminationtheory.org 
6th SDI Conference· June 2-5 2016 
Victoria, British Columbia. 
"** Pre-Conferences on June 1st. 
Dear Mohammad, 
Thank you for your Interest ln Self-Determination Theory. 
Regards. 
Shannon 
We gladly make the SOT scales end metrics ovolleble via 
our website 
(http://selfdetermlnauontheory.org/ques11onnalres/) solely 
for academic purposes end use (e.g .. dissertation/thesis 
studies or research related directly to academic work and 
possible Journal pubHcolion, end not directly or Indirectly 
related to any commercial applfcatlon or for-profit use). 
These scales are proprietary and individuals have taken a 
lot of time end resources to develop them, which Is why we 
do not grant commercial use (directly or Indirectly) without 
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G: permission from professor Stephanou (learning Motivation Scale) . 
Re: Stephanou Yes Permission to use 
learning motivation scale 
• 1 9  September DETAILS 
gstephanou@uowm.gr In box 
Mohammad Ahmad Abdelazi. . .  +.... 
Dear Mohammed Ahmad Al-Zu'bl, 
I approve to develop the scale. 
I wish you to enjoy and be creative with your thesis. 
Best regards, 
As. Professor in Cognitive Psychology, 
UOWM, Greece 
Quoting Mohammad Ahmad Abdelaziz Alzu'bi 
<mohammad_ahmad@ahsgs.uum.edu.my>: 
> Dear Dr. Stephanou 
> 
> My name is Mohammed Ahmad AI-Zu'bi . . .  I'm a PhD 
student at UUM, Malaysia . . .  
>  I  want to develop your learning motivation scale ( in your 
_ ..... ,  , ..J  • •  
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Appendix B Motivation to Learn Creative Thinking-Scale MLCT­ 
Scale 
Instruction: Dear teacher, kindly, put (X) in front of the correct response. 
Name of student: 
Age: year O month O day O 
Gender: Male O FemaleO 
Scale 
Not at Not true Somewhat True (4) Very 
Nu. Item all true 
( 1)  (2) 
true (3) true (5) 
Interest of learning 
The student hold his 
.- attention at creativity 
class. 
The student finds 
2 creativity class very 
interesting. 
For this student, 
3 learning to draw is 
fun in this class. 
For this student, 
4 coloring is fun in this 
class. 
5 
Leaming new things 
about creativity are 
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-� 
important for this 
student. 
This student wants to 
understand new 
6 
.- things about 
creativity. 
This student felt calm 
7 
at the creativity class. 
Perceived Competence of learning 
This student is pretty 
� 8 good at creativity 
class. 
.- This student did 
pretty well at the 
9 creativity class, 
compared to other 
students. 
After working at the 
creativity class for 
10 awhile, this student 
felt a pretty 
competent. 
This student satisfied 
1 1  with his performance 
at the creativity class. 
This student was 
12 pretty skilled at the 
creativity class. 
This student couldn't 




Pressure and Tension of learning 
This student felt very 
tense while doing the 
activities at the 
creativity class. 
This student was 
anxious while 
15 working on the 
14 
16  
activities at the 
creativity class. 
This student felt 
pressured while doing 
these activities at the 
creativity class. 
. -  
Effort of learning 
This student puts a lot 
17 of effort in creativity 
class. 
This student tries 
18 very hard to do well 
in creativity class. 
It is important for this 
19 student to do well in 
creativity class . 
Enjoyment of learning 
The student has fun at 
the creativity class. 
The student enjoys 

















activity 3 ()'ftNt 01hlr W,ryi?I 
activity 4 ll'llt.t c.., Yoo, o.. 








ACTIVITY ONE (How Many Ways?) 
Today we will have e lot of fun m9ving in interening ways. I want you to think up as many ways as you 
can to walk or run. Do you see this ptea! of red tape? Wi: will start running or walking here, and will go 
to the othttr side of the rccm until we (Jet to the piece of yellow tece. (Vt'alk between the two pieces of 
tace with lhe child) 
Now it is your tum to walk and tun for me. Think up as m1ny fun ways as you can. While you are mov· 
Ing, I will sit here and write. You may begin now. (Do not giYc hints but continue motlvating the child 

































ACTIVITY TWO (Can You Mo11e Like?) 
Now we arc 90ing to do some more 1un thin�. Thi$ time we are going to pretend. Sometimes we pretend 
we are birds, elephants, or horses. Other tfrnes we pretend we are throwing or catching a ball. (V,'ann-up 
by mimicking 11 bird nying, an elephant walking , and throwir.g and catchinc a ball. Encourage the child 
to act alor.g with you,) 
Now I am going 10 name several things and you can pretend that you are doing them. You don't have to 
tell me anylhing, You can just show me. (Circle the number that corresponds with the child's respon1c.) 
1. Can you mow like a tree in 1ha wind? Imagine you are a uee ,1nd the willd is blowing very hard. 





Excellent; like the thing 






Exccllcnt;like the thins 




Excellent; like the thine 





ExceJJcnl; like the thin; 
5. Can you mov-e like you are driving a car? lm11gine you aro driving your c.:ar on the highway. Show 





E:c.c.cUen�;like the thins 
6. Can you pu.sh an elephant? Imagine e big elephant Is su.ndlng on something you went. Show how 









Exc:ellent; likt: the thing 
ACTIVITY THREE lWhat Other Way,n 
Here is a cup just like the one you drink juice from. Can you put it in the wastebl'Sket? Show rne how 
you would do it. (Pause.) Good. Now let's see how many other ways you can put the cup in the wast.Q· 
basket. You don't heve to say anvthing. Just show ee. I have many cups end you can use as many as you 


































ACTIVITY FOUR (\'t'hat Can You Do With a P.aper Cup?I 
You jun thought of many ways to put a paper cup in the wastebasket. But sometimes you don't want 
to put your cup in the wastebasket. Instead you rriight want to play with it or imagine that it i, come· 
thing else. Lat's see how many different things you can do with this juice cup. Show me or tell me. I 




4 . _ 
5. _ 
6. __,_ _ 

























Appendix D Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Survey 
(TPCK-Survey) 
The Survey items relate to Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge. The total 
of items are 47 each item describes an aspect of The Technological Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge. Moreover, the Survey consists from five ofLikert scale (Strongly 
disagree, disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Agree, and Strongly Agree). Please, 
read each item carefully and put (X) in a more response which it express yourself. 
Name of teacher: 
Age: year O month O day O 
Years of experiences: 0 












I know how to solve 
I my own technical 
problems. 
2 
I can learn technology 
easily. 
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I frequently play 
4 around with the 
5 
technology. 
I know about a lot of 
different technologies. 
I have the technical 
6 skills I need to use 
technology. 
7 
I have had sufficient 




I have sufficient 
-. 
8 knowledge about teach 
Creative Thinking. 
I can use a multiple 
9 ways to teach creative 
thinking. 
1 O I have vanous ways 







I know how to assess 
1 1  student perfortnance in 
a classroom. 
12 
I can adapt my 
teaching based upon 
what students currently 
understand or do not 
understand. 
I can adapt my 
13 teaching style to 
different learners. 
I can assess student 
14 learning in multiple 
ways. 
I can use a wide range 
15 of teaching approaches 
in a classroom setting. 












Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
I know how to select 
effective teaching 
approaches to guide 
1 8  
student thinking and 
learning m Creative 
Thinking. 
I know about 
technologies that I can 
19 use for understanding 
and doing Creative 
Thinking. 
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 
I can choose 
technologies that 
20 enhance the teaching 








learning for a lesson. 
My teacher education 
program has caused me 
to think more deeply 
22 about how technology 
could influence the 
teaching approaches I 




I am thinking critically 
about how to use 
technology 111 my 
classroom. 
I can adapt the use of 
the technologies that I 
am learning about to 
different teaching 
activates. 
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
I can teach lessons that 
appropriately combine 




I can use strategies that 
combine content, 
�- technologies, and 
26 teaching approaches 
that I learned about in 
my coursework m my 
classroom. 
I can choose 
technologies that 
27 
enhance the content for 
a lesson . 
. -. 
I can select 
technologies to use in 
my classroom that 
28 
enhance what I teach, 
how I teach, and what 
�- students learn. 
r--. I can provide 
leadership 111 helping 
-. others to coordinate the 
29 use of content, 
technologies, and 
teaching approaches at 
my school or district. 
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Appendix E List of arbitrators to the !Pad-Intervention and the 
fourth iPad applications: 
First one: Prof. Hamed M. AI-Awidi (AI-Abbadi) 
Prof. Hamed M. AI-Awidi (AI-Abbadi) 
Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Faculty of Education, Yarmouk University, 
lrbid - Jordan 
At Kuwait 0096599327501 
At Jordan (+962-79) 550-3439 
E-mail: hamedabbadi@yahoo.com; hamed@yu.edu.jo 
Title 







Ph.D. in Curriculum & Instruction 
University of North Texas, USA 
Specialization: Instructional Technology 
M.S. in Foundations of Education 
University of Jordan, Jordan 
B.S. in Teaching & Learning (Elementary Education) 
University of Jordan, Jordan 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
2014 - Current Professor, 
Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Kuwait University, Kuwait. 
2012 - 2014 Head of Development & Training Department 
Quality & Academic Development center 
Yarrnouk University, Irbid , Jordan. 
2013 - Current 
2012 - 2013 
Professor, 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, College of Education, 
Yannouk University, lrbid, Jordan. 
Associate Professor 



















College of Education, Yarrnouk University, Irbid, Jordan. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
College of Education , United Arab Emirates University, Al 
Ain, UAE 
Associate Professor 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
College of Education, Yarmouk University, Trbid, Jordan. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
College of Education, Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan. 
Assistant Dean 
College of Education Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan. 
Associate Professor (Part time Lecturer) 
Arab Open University -Jordan branch 
Assistant Professor-(Part time Lecturer) 
Amman Arab University for Graduate Studies 
Associate Professor (Part time Lecturer) 
University of Jordan - TCTE Program. 
Part time Lecturer 
University of North Texas, Denton Texas, USA 
Computer Lab Assistant 
University of North Texas, Denton Texas, USA 
Elementary School teacher 
Ministry of Education - Jordan 
Al- Ajlouni, Khaled; Al Majali, Mohammad; and Al- Abbadi, Hamed (2006), 






Al- Ajlouni, Khaled; Al Majali, Mohammad; and Al- Abbadi, Hamed (2007). 
Educational Software Design and Development, Arab Open University, Kuwait. 
Articles: 
Al-Awidi, Hamed., & Ismail, Sadiq Abdulwahed (2014). Teachers' perceptions of the 
use of Computer Assisted Language Learning to develop children's reading skills in 
English as a second language in the United Arab Emirates. Early Childhood Education 
Journal, 42:29-37. 
Al- Awidi, H. (2011) .  Effects of Participation in Authoring of Multimedia Software 
on Developing the Creative Thinking Skills of Sixth Graders. Journal ofEducational 
and Psychological Science, 12  (3), 197 - 2 18 .  (ISSN: 17263670) 
Alghazo, Iman., Alsawaie, Othman., & AI-Awidi, Hamed. (2010). Enhancing 
Counting Skills of Preschoolers Through the Use of Computer Technology and 
Manipulatives. The International Journal of Learning, 17 (9), 159 - 176. 
(ISSN: 144 794 94) 
Al- Awidi, H,& Hader, N. (2009).The effects of computer-assisted instruction on the 
reading readiness skills of preschool children. Journal of The Faculty of Education, 
United Arab Emirates University. 26, 77 - 1 1 3 .  (ISSN: 16849507) 
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Second one: Assistant Prof. Mofeed Ahmad Amin Abu-Mosa 
Ol.lgliloll �I Oooloil 
At.ab C>J�n \Jfl!\'iltStl)' 
Ctmiculum Vitae (C.V.) 
Personal Details 
Full time*** Part time . 
Arab Open University 
Faculty of Education 
Branch of Jordan 
rr-: 




5. Job Title & Academic 
Rank: 
6. Nationality & Date of 
Birth: 
7. Languages: 






Arabic & English 
University Teaching & Work Experience History 
• 2006- Tutor and general coordinator of math education and math courses. Arab 
Open University. In the last 4 years I have taught many graduate courses 
(Educational Technology Master programme) namely (Multimedia ED635 and 
ED634 designing and producing educational software) and for ten years I taught 
many undergraduate courses in the field of Math, Math Education and 
Instructional design such as: Mathematics for Teachers of Elementary School, 
Methodology of Mathematics for Teachers of Elementary School, , Assessment 
256 
.- 
and Evaluation, Design and Production oflnstructional Software, Research in 
Performance Improvement in Secondary School. 
• 2003- 2006: part time tutor in Arab Open University, Zaytona and Petra. 
• 2003-2006, Subject Matter Expert (SME) in Rubicon and Cisco Learning 
Institute (CL!). Quality assurance, Instructional designer fore-math curriculum, 
Jordan. 
• 2002-2003, JCDL trainer in Ministry of Education Jordan, Jordan. 
• 1992-2002, Math Teacher (secondary grades), Ministry of Education Jordan, 
Jordan. 
• 2002- 2006, Math Supervisor, Amman 4 district, Ministry of Education Jordan, 
Jordan. 
• 1986- 1990, Math Teacher (intermediate grades), Ministry of Education Kuwait, 
Kuwait. 
Contact information: 
Jordan � Amman 
Email: mofecdabumosa@yhoo.com 
Or : m abumusa@aou.cdu.jo 
Mobile: 00962-777437178 




Third one: Associate Professor Mustafa Q. Heilat 
ew..iadwi, Vita, 
.A!u.,la{a Cl. Juilal, !f!Jl!IJ. 
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology er AI-Balqa' Applied 
University, Ph. D. in Educational Psychology/ Developmental 
Psychology. 
Dr. Heilnt is an expert in the lield of gifted and talented education and 
critical 1hinking skills and eccredued from n1ini.stry of higher education 
in Jordan. lie has published 20 research articles in per reviewed indexed 
lccat and international journals. Participated in a well-refereed 
international conferences, and supervised 19 l\ias1er theses in education 
psychology and gifted and talented Master Program .. s. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
• Name: Mustafa Q. Jleilat 
• Gender: male 
• Date of Dirth: February 19, 1972 
• Place of Birth: Zarg.,.- Jordan 
• Nationality: Jordanian 
• Marital Status: Married 
• Address: Psychology & Special Education Department. Princess Alia University 
College - Al-lJalqa' Aflplied University 
• Mobile: 00962796082088 
• e-mail: dnnustafoheilat@yahoo.co1n 
11\CADEMlC QUALIFICATION 
ll<grtt Tltlr University A,·&Il•ble at 
I 
Ph.D. in The effect of 
' 
self- 
A nunan Arab ht1 u:Jllibrarv .j u.edu. jo/ 
Educational instruction strategy on 
University foe 
psychology/ chil<lren's self- assertion 
Graduate 




2 Master Degree in The impact of acedcmic the Univen.ity lutp://librarv.j u.edu. jol 
educetiona! ecldevement, parent of Jordan 
psychology education and frunily 
Jordan 
2000 income on the level of 
music performance 
.among distinguished 
students in music 
3 Ilachelor Degree in Yarmoul: 
Fine A11s/ Music University 
1994 Jordan 
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1ADMINJSTRA TION EXPERENCES 
Date Tasks Description Unlverslti• 
I Ser,1etnber2012 Vice Dean, Princess Alia University College AI-Balqo' Appl;ed 
September 2013 University 
2 September 2011 Chair, Psychology & Spcclnl Education AI-Balqa' Applied 
September 2012 Department, Princess Alia University University 
Collef!e 
,\CADEMIC EXPERIE�CES 
- January 2016 -prescnt 
Assoclete Professor of Educational Psychology. Psychology & Special Education 
Department. Princess Alia University College - AI-D.alqa' Applied University 
- February 2015 - January 2016 
Associate Professor or Educationel Psychology - College of Arts and Sciences, Abu Dhabi 
University I Al Ain 
• September 2013- January 2015 
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology. Psychology & Special Education 
Department. Princess Alia University College- Al-Dalqa' Applied University 
• September 2007 
Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology. Psychology & Special Educarion 
Department. Princess Alia University College- AI-Balqa' Applied University 
- September 2003 
Lecturer, Department of Educational Science, Princess Alia University College - AI-Oalqa' 
Applied University 
CONFERENCES 
Time Particlruont Title 
1 May19-2112015 The second International Self-Regulated Learning Strategies 
UAEU Conference for Gifted Comparative Study between Gilled 
and Talented, College of and non-Gifted Students Sample 
Education UAEU 
2 April, 2912015 The c-: Disability forum: The Innovative for special Needs 
UAE my disability is 
exceotional- MOE- RAK 
3 February, 912011 The s- Educational The Impact of Technology 




Fourth one: Associate Professor Ahmad M. AI-Zuabi. 
Curriculum Vitae 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Ahmad Mohammad Ali AL- Zu'bi 
Nationality: - Jordanian 
Marital State: - Married. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: a l  970ahmad@hotmail.com 
Phone: 00962/777414265 
Address: Jordan- Amman- AL- Shemisani- Princess Alia University Collage (AL­ 
Balqa Applied University)- Psychology and Special Education Department. 
P.O. Box: 942303 
Academic Rank 
Associate Professor (2013). 
Assistant Professor (2007- 2013). 
Qualifications:- 
!) Doctorate degree in educational psychology/ learning and teaching from Amman 
Arab University- Jordan - 2005. 
2) Master degree in educational sciences specialized psychology from mu'tah 
university- Jordan- 2000 
3) Bachelor of Arabic language/ branch education from yarmouk University- Jordan - 




I) Teaching in psychology & special education department in Al Balqa Applied 
University (2007- now). 
2) Visitor Association Prof. in Abu Dhabi University (20015- 2016). 
3) Ahead of educational sciences department in Alia Princess Collage (Al Balqa 
Applied University) (2009/2010). 
4) Communication & thinking skills trainer 111 P.I.C. in Al Riyadh (KSA) for 
preparatory year collage students in King Saud University (2008/2009). 
5) Ahead of educational department in Al Quds Collage (2005/2007). 
6) Lecturer of psychology courses in Al Quds Collage (2005/ 2007). 
7) Headmaster assistant in the ministry of education in Amman- Jordan (2001- 2005) 
8) Teacher for Arabic language in the ministry of education in Jordan (1993- 2005). 
Other Qualifications: - 
!)International computer driving licence (ICDL) Certificate, 5 oct. 2005. 
2)Preparation for TOFEL tests Certificate from CSTC IN Al- Balqa University, 25 
feb. 2010. 
3)Child growth and development into new world for children by UNISEF, 21 Jan. 
2012. 
4)Pass local TOFEL 2012 from Mideast Center in Amman. 
Published Researches: 
1 )  Alzoubi, Ahmad, et al. (2016). The effect of creative thinking education in 
enhancing creative self efficacy and cognitive motivation. Journal of Educational and 
Developmental Psychology, 6 (!), 117- 130. 
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2) Awajan, W. & Alzoubi, A. (2014). Effectiveness of Using The Quran Stories on 





Fifth one: Assistant professor Hnssin Mohammad Hussin Abu Rayash 
Arab Open University 
OOglOoil "«)ell t>oDl<,II 
hr,th PJXUI UfllVCrSlf)' 
Faculty of Education 
Branch of Jordan 




I 0. Telephone: 
1 1 .  E-mail: 
12. Job Title & Academic Rank: 
Education 
Hussin Mohammad Hussin Abu Rayash 
Jordan- Amman 






1. PhD Educational Psychology, Arab Amman University (2005). 
2. Master degree Educational Psychology, University of Jordan (1986). 
3. Bachelor's degree Psychology, University of Jordan (1981). 
University Teaching & Work Experience History 
• 2014 - until now: assistant professor Arab Open University, Amman, Jordan. 
• 2011- 2014: assistant professor Taibah University, Madinah, Saudi Arabia. 
• 2005-2008: assistant professor Jsra' University, Amman, Jordan. 
• 1986-1989, kindergarten teacher, university school, Amman, Jordan. 
Research and Publications 
• The motivation and emotional intelligence, Dar Alfikr (publisher). 
• Using of Technology at schools, Dar Alfikr (publisher). 
• Cognitive learning, Dar AIMasira (publisher). 
• the effect of kindergarten experience on cognitive explore and self-concept 
among kindergarten children, childhood journal, 21(2), 187-198 . 
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Appendix F Sample of Training Program to Learn Creative 
Thinking using iPad application in English version 
Title of session: fun my audios apps. 
The objective of the session: To be able to reincarnation as much as possible of the 
characters, animals, plants, and inanimate objects. 
The dimension of creative thinking scale: Imagination. 
Tools: iPads, Fun My Audios App, and Projector Data Show. 
Time: 30 minutes. 
The session steps: 
Step I :  Prepare children for session: Prepare children for the session by: Greeting, the 
children and making them to sit down on the seats ( duration I minute). 
Step 2: Instructions section: Explanation of the first part of the iPad App by the 
teacher, through the projector data show and make sure that all kids know what they 
will do on app. Two students do the application of the lesson front other students 
through using interactive board to make sure that the students know what they want to 
do. The role of teacher will be to guide the students to apply the steps of lesson in true 
way and explains to other students what they done step by step (duration 9 minutes). 
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Note: the iPad Apps' contents will be divided into three parts, and imparted over three 
sessions. 
Step 3: Application of session section: Children begin to exercise the first part of the 
application iPad Apps through individual work and self-practice to each student. The 
presence of the teacher will be used to provide the feedback to the children which it 
will provide orally and individually to correct the mistakes on application, and to 
enhance their participation (dnration 20 minutes). 
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Appendix G Sample of regular curriculum to learn creative thinking 
Title of session: the tree and the boy. 
The objective of the session: To be able to imagine and reincarnation as much as 
possible of the characters. 
The dimension of creative thinking scale: Imagination. 
Tools: story "the tree and the boy". 
Time: 30 minutes. 
The steps of the imagination by using story: 
Step 1: Prepare children for story class: Prepare children for the class by: Greeting, 
the children and making them to sit down on the ground as a circle and the teacher 
part of the circle. ( duration 1 minute). 
Step 2: the teacher read the story (the tree and the boy) to the children by using the 
simplified narrative style (duration 5 minutes). 
Step 3: the teacher encourage the children to asking the questions about the story 
events ( duration 5 minutes). 
Step 4: the teacher asks the students: what if the boy didn't take the apples? 
What if the tree didn't give the branches to the boy? 
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How the tree will live without the branches? (duration 10 minutes). 
Step 5: the teachers asks from children to re-narrative the story with imagine the 
events. ( duration 9 minutes). 
The tree and the boy . . .  
A long time ago, there was a huge apple tree. A little boy loved to come and play 
around it every day. He climbed to the treetop, ate the apples, took a nap under the 
shadow ... He loved the tree and the tree loved to play with him. Time went by ... the 
little boy had grown up, and he no longer played around the tree every day. One day, 
the boy came back to the tree and he looked sad. 
- The tree asked the boy: "Come and play with me,". 
- The boy replied: "I am no longer a kid, I do not play around trees any more ... I want 
toys. I need money to buy them". 
- The tree said: "Sorry, but I do not have money ... However, you can pick all my apples 
and sell them. So, you will have money. 
The boy was so excited. He grabbed all the apples on the tree and left happily. 
The boy never came back after he picked the apples. The tree was sad. 
One day, the boy who now turned into a man returned . . .  
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And the tree was excited ... 
- the tree said: "Come and play with me". 
- The boy replied: "! do not have time to play. I have to work for my family. We need 
a house for my family. Can you help me?" 
- the tree said: "Sorry, But I do not have any house. But you can chop off my branches, 
to build your house". 
So, the man cut all the branches of the tree and left happily. 
The tree was glad to see him happy but the man never came back since then. 
The tree was again lonely and sad. 
One hot summer day, the man returned and the tree was delighted. 
- The tree said: "Come and play with me!". 
- The man replied: "! am getting old. I want to go sailing to relax myself. "Can you 
give me a boat?" 
- The tree said: "Use my trunk to build your boat... You can sail far away and be 
happy." 





He went sailing and never showed up for a long time. 
Finally, the man returned after many years. 
- The tree said: "Sorry, my boy. But I do not have anything for you anymore. No more 
apples for you .. . 
- The man replied: "No problem, I do not have any teeth to bite 
- The tree said: "No more trunk for you to climb on" 
- The man said: "I am too old for that now". 
- The tree said with tears: "I really cannot give you anything ... The only thing left is 
my dying root, I do not need much now, just a place to rest. I am tired after all these 
years". 
- The man replied: "Good! 
- the tree said: "Old tree roots are the best place to lean on and rest, Come, come sit 
down with me and rest." 
The man sat down and the tree was glad and smiled with tears ... 
This is you and the tree is your parent. ! ! ! ! ! 
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Appendix H List of arbitrators to MLCT-Scale 
The first one: Associate professor Aseel Akram Al Shawareb 
Asee/ Akram Al Shawareb Phd. 
Auoci.:tte profc.sor 
Amman.Jardon 




• PhD In Educational psycholo.gv, E.irly childhood f,cld, Amman Ar.1b University for 
Graduate Stud1e5, 2003 
Olssertatlor'I; The effect of using pro1;ram of teaching 1hlnklns on mental ablllty and 
sell concept among kindergarten children. 
• Master degree in Educattonal P�ycholosv. Muta' Unl.,..enltv, 1997. 
Obsertatlon: Beha11loral problems among klndeq�artcn ch!ldren 
•High diploma in Educ.ition, M'ut.1 Univer.!iily, 1993. 
!Jachelor degree In mathematics, M'uta University, 1992. 
PROFESSIONAi EXPERIENCE 
• High school mathematics teacher 1992- 1997: 
- Design a Iesson plan for lhe class. 
- Clousroorn mo111agemenl. 
-auess student perforrnan(e, corrl'!rt11'\g and grading tests and assign menu 
- Elnracurriculn Duties: activities for gifted students. 
• Princip.il for Migh Public Sdiools 1997· 2003: 
Participate In planning the curriculum and 1ollowlne up. 
Monitoring teachers and c'llaluating thl!ir performance as instructors 
Olsciplme Student5 
Formulate or refine school policies 
Represent the school to the community. 
• Assistant Professor at University of Petta 200:1· .201:1 
Auoclate profossor at 2014· pres.c:n1 
Teac.hing responsit>,litles are the most visible: learning the rnatortal, keeping up 
to date wkh current ath .. ances In both researcb and pe,dagogy, d1oosln8 
.ippropriate te.11tbooks., preparin& lectures, supervising t@achlng .iuistanls, 
gr.idlng,. etc. 
Rescar(h actlvitle!, Includes re:.:idn'II, joutn::il ararctes, atteridlnti ccosereoces. alld 
slaying in touch with other re.1oearc:hers in my f�ld. 
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Service acuvlnes involve serving surrounded commutees of the Department, 
training teachers, and lectunng m educational field related to my research, 
consultant for Ministry of education for eYaluat1ns and prcparin;e. educattcnal 
material for early childhood education. 
Consultant for Save the Children foundation for math c:urrkulurn "non-formal 
education in Jordan" program. 
Consultant for National (oul'Kil for Family Affairs. 
PUBLICATIONS RESEARCIIS 
Sh.iwareb, A.(200SrprepMing Kindergarten Teachers in Jordan" first Conference 
for family and childhood, Hashtmet UniYcr!.ily, 
Shawareb, A. (1007)" the Effect of Using Philosophy tor Children program on 
classroom dialog .imong kindergarten children ... EduC-jiitJonal Curriculum and 
Global Issues, Yarmook UnWers,ty. 
Shwarcb, Asccl; Ghalth, lman(2008) "Thc Impact of environmental 
ectlvitles pro.gr.am on development kmdergarten children's concepts" 
College of Education Journal,4,32,523 - 540, Eain Shams Unlvesltv 
Akros.h, lubna; Shawareb. Aseel (2009)" Children Abuse I[) Jordanian 
Community", Social science Faculty, Kuwait 28th of April 
Shawareb, A.; Bakr, V.(2009) "Quality rusuranc:e DrNlng Teaching and 
Learning at Petra University". ICET 54th World A�sembty, Muscat, Oman 
Shawareb, A:;;eel; Shawereb. fvad. (2009) "Parenting Percetlons about 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices (DAP)and its Relation to their 
Parental type "Childhood arid Education Journal" 1,2, 39-87
1 
Uni v ersity of 
Alexandria 
S.hawareb, As.eel; Ghalth, tman (2009} "The Development of the 
Conceptions Concerning Teaching and Learning Among Classroom 
Student reacher", Journal of Fducattonar & Psychological Sciences, 10, 4, 
260-278. 
Abu Jaber, Majed; Shawareb, Aseel: Ghaith; {2009) "Kmdergarten 
teachers' Beliefs toward nevelcpmentallv Appropriate Practice ln Jordan" 
Shawareb, Aseel; (2011)/ lhe Etfect of Using Comp u ter on creetwe Thinking 
amo11.e k,OOer.earten Children m Jordan", Accepted to publish in Journal of 
lnstructlonal Psvchclogv. 
Shawarcb, As�cl; Sabbag, Sumailah (2011), "The Effect of an Educational 
Program 111 Matbematlcs on nevelcplng the Mental Abilities of 
l<indergarten Children" 
Shawareb, eseel : Abu Jaber, Majed (2011), Teachers' Attitudes Toward 
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Using Interactive \.Vhite Boards in The Teaching .ind le.irmng Process" 
fnternattcnal Journal of tnstrucncnal M�dia,39,'1. 
- Jarrar, Amern & Shewareb Aseel (1013} Factors Affecti� Teachers' Excefenoe 
from the perspective of Quetin Rania Award winnings Teachers : A Jordaruan Cese. 
Journal of Educaatlon .:.r.d Prsctce. 4(8), 71- Ml . 
lhmcidch, F11thi& Al Shawareb, Aseel, The Association Between Internet Parenting 
Styles. and Chidren's Use of !he lnteme1 at Home, Journal of Research in Ctl�dhood 
Education, 2H: 1-15. 2014 
- Al Shawareb, tueel & Abu Jaber ,CLASSROOM TEACHERS' TECHNOLOGY 
PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT OF KNOWLEDGE IN JORDAN', Journal of 
Educaatlon aM Practice. 
PROFESSIONAL pR.OflLE 
• Demonstrating consistent wccess ii$ an Administrator and Educator at the 
sccurtdaty and higher <'ducauon levels. 
• Building programs from the ground up through proven cornpeeerctes in grant 
wr1tmg and c1dmini5lr.ition, project and progr.im r-runagemenl, .incl :;.t.ift 
development and ernpcwerment. 
• Developing and implementing special programs for teachers training. 
• Pl�nning, oraaniti1lg, and negotiating ,1� well a1 the ibility to tead and to reach 
goals, and attain results. 
• Ottanl21fltll){al cof\fe,ence� andwork\hop1. 
• Using computers and educational technology. 
• Performine othtr dutl,s as needed 
AFFILIATIONS 
Memebr: Netfonal Association for Early Childhood Educatior1(NA£YC). 
Memebr:lnternatlcnal Council for Education and Tf!aching(ICET). 
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r-«: 
The second one: Assistant professor Hussin Mohammad Hussin Abu Rayash 
CIOgli>oll � lioDlol1 
hr..1b UJMln Unl\•msiry 
Full time*** Part time 
Arab Open University 
Faculty of Education 
Branch of Jordan 
Personal Details 
1 3 .  Address: 
14. Telephone: 
15 .  E-mail: 
16. Job Title & Academic Rank: 
17. Nationality & Date of Birth: 
18. Languages: 
Education 
Hussin Mohammad Hussin Abu Rayash 
Jordan- Amman 




Arabic & English 
4. PhD Educational Psychology, Arab Amman University (2005). 
5. Master degree Educational Psychology, University of Jordan (1986). 
6. Bachelor's degree Psychology, University of Jordan (1981) .  
University Teaching & Work Experience History 
• 2014 - until now: assistant professor Arab Open University, Amman, Jordan. 
• 2011-  2014: assistant professor Taibah University, Madinah, Saudi Arabia. 
• 2008-2011: trainer counsellor and trainer of learning skills, King Saud 
University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
• 2005-2008: assistant professor lsra' University, Amman, Jordan. 
• 2003-2005: counsellor supervisor, UNRWA, Amman, Jordan. 




• 1986- I 989, kindergarten teacher, university school, Amman, Jordan. 









The motivation and emotional intelligence, Dar Alfikr (publisher) . 
Family and institutional care for children, Dar Alfikr (publisher) . 
Using of Technology at schools, Dai· Alfikr (publisher) . 
Cognitive learning, Dar AIMasira (publisher) . 
Problem solving, Dar AIMasira (publisher) . 
The communication with childhood children . 
the effect of kindergarten experience on cognitive explore and self-concept 




The third one: Dr. Mohammad Yosef Al-Dawood. 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Mohammad Yosef Ali AL- Dawood 
Nationality: - Jordanian 
Marital State: - Married. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: Malzubi.c@ksu.edu.sa; myadz2001@yahoo.com 
Phone: KSA: 55022046442456; Jordan 55026000022000 
Address: Jordan- Ramtha; KSA, Riyadh, King Saud Uneversity. 
Academic Rank 
Associate Professor. Qualifications:- 
. -. 
1) Doctorate degree in educational psychology/ learning and teaching from Yarmouk 
University- Jordan - 2009. 
2) Master degree in educational psychology from Yarmouk university-Jordan- 2001 
3) Bachelor of physical education from Yarmouk University-Jordan 1995. 
Academic Experiences:- 
1) Associate professor in gulf colleges, Riyadh, KSA (2016- now). 
2) Associate professor in King Saud University, Riyadh, KSA (20122016). 
3) Associate professor in Jarash University. Jordan (20I1-2012). 
4) Associate professor in King Saud University, Riyadh, KSA (2010-2011 ) .  
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Training programs: 
1) Thinking, research and learning skills. 
2) Successful intelligence and creative problem solving 
3) Communication skills 
Books under publishing:- 
1-  Cognitive Load between theory and practice, 2012. 
Published Researches: 
1 )  AL- Dawood, M. (2016). The effect of cognitive load and other variables in 
multi-media environments on remember among children. 
2) AL- Dawood, M. (2013) Effect of animation among childhood on student 
violence at university educational stage in Jordan. 
Interested Researches: 
1- Child abuse. 
2- Growth and play among children. 
3- Teaching and leaming. 
4- Thinking among children. 
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The fourth one: Associate Professor Mustafa Q. Heilat 
&wuad.un Vita. 
.,fl«.,tafa a. !/Wlat, ase». 
Associate Professor of Erluca.tion.o.l Psychology el Al-Balqa' Applied 
University, Ph. D. in Educational Psychology/ Devctopmcmal 
Psychology. � 
� Dr. lleilat is an expert in the field of gifled and talented education and 
Critical thinking skills and accredited fro,n ministry of higher education 
in Jordan, lie has published 20 research articles in per reviewed indexed 
local and international journals. Pnnicipaled in n wen-rererced 
international conferences, and supervised 19 Master theses in education 
psychology and gifted nnd talented Mester Programs. 
r-r-- 
ONTACT INFORMATIO 
• Name: Mustafa Q. llcilat 
Gender: male 
• Date ofllinh: February 19, 1972 
Place of Birth: Zllrg.a- Jordan 
• Nationality: Jordanian 
• Marital Status: Married 
Address.: Psychology & Special Education Department. Princess Alia University 
College - AI-Ilalqa.' Applied University 
Mobile: 00962796082088 
• e-mail: dnnustafahcilat@yahoo.com 
"CADEMJC uUALIFICATION 
n.g.-.. Title Unh•er1.lt)· A\·allablt: •t 
I 
Ph.D.in The effect of a self- Anunan Ardb htt[!:/llihrdr�.ju.edu.jo/ 
Education.al instruction strategy on University for 
psychology/ children's self- assertion Graduate 
developmental nnd achievement Studies. 
psychology motivation 
2005 Jordan 
2 Master Degree in The impact of ececenlc the University htt[!:/llihrnry.ju edu.jo/ 
educational achievement, parent of Jordan 
psychology educntion and fomil)• 
Jordan 
2000 income on the revet of 
music performance 
an10ng distinguished 
students in music 
J Bachelor Degree in Yannouk 




The fifth one: Associate Professor Ahmad M. Al-Zuabi. 
Curriculum Vitae 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Ahmad Mohammad Ali AL- Zu'bi 
Nationality: - Jordanian 
Marital State: - Married. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: a I 970ahmad@hotmail.com 
Phone:00962/777414265 
Address: Jordan- Amman- AL- Shemisani- Princess Alia University Collage (AL­ 
Balqa Applied University)- Psychology and Special Education Department. 
P.O. Box: 942303 
Academic Rank 
Associate Professor (2013). 
Assistant Professor (2007- 2013). 
Qualifications:- 
l ) Doctorate degree in educational psychology/ learning and teaching from Amman 
Arab University- Jordan - 2005. 
2) Master degree in educational sciences specialized psychology from mu'tah 
university- Jordan- 2000 
3) Bachelor of Arabic language/ branch education from yarrnouk University- Jordan - 
1991 .  
Academic Experiences:- 
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]) Teaching in psychology & special education department in Al Balqa Applied 
University (2007- now). 
2) Visitor Association Prof. in Abu Dhabi University (20015- 2016). 
3) Ahead of educational sciences department in Alia Princess Collage (Al Balqa 
Applied University) (2009/2010). 
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Appendix I CV's to both teacher (experiment group & control group) 
First one: CV to teacher at experiment group: 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Dalya Omar AbedRaboh. 
Gender: Female. 
Nationality: - Jordanian. 
Date of birth: 24/11/1988 
Marital State: - Single. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: dol 7764@gmail.com 
Phone: 00962/796073149 
Address: Jordan- Amman. 
Qualifications:- 







kindergarten teacher at Al-Hassad schools and kindergartens (20 I 0- until 
now). 
Other Qualifications: - 




Second one: CV to teacher at control group: 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Iman Subhi AlHendi. 
Gender: Female. 
Nationality: - Jordanian. 
Date of birth: 28/07/1987 
Marital State: - Single. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: emanwardehl23@gmail.com 
Address: Jordan- Amman . 
Qualifications:- 




kindergarten teacher at Al-Hassad schools and kindergartens (2010- until 
now). 
Other Qualifications: - 
International computer driving license (ICDL) Certificate, 2012. 
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Appendix J CV to the supervisor who observed the teachers in 
experimental and control groups 
Personal knowledge:- 
Name: - Khaled Srour Mohammad Sahweel. 
Gender: Male. 
Nationality: - Jordanian. 
Date of birth: 23/02/1961 
Marital State: - Married. 
Religion: - Muslim 
E-mail: ksrour@hts.edu.no 
Address: Jordan- Amman. 
Qualifications:- 
Bachelor of education (child education) from Education Sciences 
University- UNRWA, Jordan -1996. 
Diploma of education ( child education) from teacher training college, 
Amman, Jordan -1981 .  
Academic Experiences:- 
Supervisor to kindergarten stage at Al-Hassad schools and kindergartens 
(2015- until now). 
First grade teacher at UNRW A schools from 3/11/1983 to 31/8/2015. 
Other Qualifications: - 
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International computer driving license (ICDL) Certificate, 2012. 
Educational supervision (120 hours) UNRWA, Amman, Jordan. 
Development creative thinking among preschoolers , University of Jordan 
(25 hours), Amman, Jordan. 
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Appendix K Pictures from some sessions 
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